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ABSTRACT
 
This project was developed for the purpose ofsupporting
 
teachers ofemergent writers. Itfocuses on the first grade teacher with
 
a literature-based reading and writing program using a process
 
approach-where the process is valued as well as the product.
 
This project provides a discussion ofthe theory and research on
 
emergent writing. It also includes a handbook to aid teachersin
 
developing activities and procedures that will guide first graders
 
through the emergentlevel of writing.
 
The teacher's handbook is divided into three sections. Section
 
one describes ways to overcome the reluctance that some children
 
have to begin the writing process. Sections two and three discuss ideas
 
for designing activities thatfacilitate the writing process. Section two
 
focuses on whole-group activities while section three describes centers
 
which first graders can do independently.
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INTRODUCTION
 
AND
 
STATEMENTOFTHEPROBLEM
 
In America today more and more primary teachers are changing
 
in the way they view the teaching oflanguage arts. These teachers
 
are at many different points on thejourney toward a literature-based
 
reading and writing program using a process approach-where the
 
process is valued as well as the product.
 
Research continues to validate the effectiveness ofsuch
 
classrooms and the exciting results they are seeing in children. But
 
change takes much time and effort on the part ofthe teacher. I have
 
been moving along this path for several years andIam still learning
 
and always searchingfor new and betterideasfor my classroom.
 
Every timeIam with other primary teachers,who are using a
 
literature-based,process approachin their classrooms,I gain new
 
insights andideas that add to myknowledge. Who better to gain
 
practicalideasfrom than those are are using them right now? Itis
 
many ofthese ideas and insights whichform the basis for this project.
 
Teaching with a process approacli atthe beginning levels is
 
difficult and demanding. Once children actually begin to make their
 
first attempts atreading and writing,a giant hurtle has been
 
conquered and growth begins to slowly take place. But until children
 
gain some confidence,it is still often difficult to keep them going. I
 
believe this is the reasonI have heard so manyteachers say,"Ijust
 
don't wantto teach first grade,"
 
This project provides a support tofirst grade teachers using the
 
literature-based,process approach to the teaching ofreading and
 
writing. It is further narrowed to focus solely on the writing aspect. In
 
my experience, writing seems to be the more difficult ofthe two
 
literacy components to get children to begin.
 
This projectfocuses on childrenengagingin the actual process of
 
writing. It also includes activities thatteach sound-symbol
 
relationships(phonics). Contrary to whatmany people think today,
 
this is an important part ofa balanced literacy classroom,as evidenced
 
by the writings ofClay(1987),Cambourne(1987),Dyson(1989),
 
Graves(1983),and many other authoritiesin the field. Obviously,for
 
children to write the word make,they mustknow that the letter m
 
represents the sound atthe beginning of make.
 
Theylearn thisin a variety ofwaysin such a classroom. After
 
being taughtthe sound ofthe letter m,children observe the teacher
 
using it during shared writing...they consult the alphabeton the wall
 
with the picture ofa monkey under the /n...they sing afun alphabet
 
sound song as theyread the room...they ask their classmate,"What
 
letter makes this sound,m-m-m-mT as they are writing their
 
story...their attention is called to the m atthe beginning of mom in
 
their guided reading book,and onand on. Activities which reinforce
 
children's knowledge and use ofsound-symbolrelationships are simply
 
too numerousto mention. The balanced literacy classroom is rich in
 
such activities throughouteach day.
 
Teachers ofemergent writers are in a unique position. They
 
have before them a challenging and often difficult task. But,at the
 
same time,the rewards they can experience are amongthe greatestin
 
teaching. This handbook wascreated with the specific needs ofthe
 
teacher ofemergent writersin mind. I trustit will be a help to both
 
those who arejust beginning this process approach to teaching writing
 
as well as those who are experienced,but alwayslooking for new ideas.
 
LITERATUREREVIEW
 
The review ofliterature on emergent writing indicates that
 
much research hasformed the basis for today's balanced literacy
 
classrooms and their support ofthe emergent writer. Theliterature
 
also provides abundantinformation for classroom teachersin search of
 
greater knowledge that willimprove their classroom environments.
 
There are many aspects to consider when thinking ofchildren's
 
earliest attempts to write. In this review ofliterature Ihave chosen to
 
concentrate on six ofthese areas;
 
(a)how theconditions under which children learn to talk relate
 
to their learning to write,
 
(b)the use ofpictures to prompt beginning writers,
 
(c)how children understand the alphabetic representation ofthe
 
language,
 
(d)the interrelationship between reading and writing,
 
(e)the purpose and value ofusing invented spelling,
 
(f)the emergent writer's use ofspacing.
 
How the Conditions Under Which Children Learn to Talk
 
Relate To Their Learning To Write
 
It is not difficult to argue thatlearning to talk is a very
 
impressive learningfeat, Camboimne described the conditions under
 
which children master this mostspectacular enterprise(Butler&
 
Turbill, 1984). Atany given time there are millions oftoddlers, with
 
very"immature"brains,successfully learning the thousands of
 
complex"conventions"oftheir language. Moreover,Cambourne
 
contends thatthefollowing seven conditions are relevant to all kinds of
 
language learning,including learning to write and spell.
 
Condition 1 is immersion. From the momentthey are born,
 
children are immersed in orallanguage. They are surrounded by the
 
proficient users oftheirlanguage who speak to them continually in
 
meaningful,purposeful and whole contexts.
 
Condition 2is demonstration. This is a term which essentially
 
means modeling,although demonstration also impliesinterpretation
 
by the learner. In the process oflearning to talk,children receive
 
thousandsofdemonstrations(models or examples)ofthe spokenform
 
ofthelanguage being usedin functional and meaningful ways. For
 
instance,the child sitting in the high chair at breakfast hears his
 
father emita stream ofsounds and observes thatthe sugar bowlis
 
passed in response.
 
Condition 3is expectation. Children are expected to learn to
 
talk by their parents and all those who surround them. It is as simple
 
as that. If you ask parents,"Do you expect your child to learn to talk?"
 
they will be puzzled thatthe question is even being asked. Ofcourse,
 
children learn to talk. Parents'expectations are then unconsciously
 
conveyed to their children whoin turn respond positively to these
 
subtle messages ofconfidence.
 
Condition4is responsibility. Whenlearning to talk it is left to
 
the children to take responsibility for whattheylearn about their own
 
language. As Cambourne monitored his own children's language
 
development,hefound thatthey mastered different grammatical
 
structures at different ages. Children quite naturally take this
 
responsibility instead ofhaving their parents teach them conceptsin a
 
certain sequence.
 
Condition5is approximation. Young children are not expected
 
to use thelanguage with perfect accuracyfrom the beginning. It is
 
both expected and acceptable thatthey will make attempts thatcome
 
closer and closer to being right. For example,a toddler points to a cup
 
and says,"DatDaddy cup." The parent never responds,"You stupid
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child. That's nothow you say it." On the contrary,these primitive
 
attempts are the normal,natural way the child learns to speak and the
 
parent welcomesthem.
 
Condition6is employment. Children have plenty ofopportunity
 
to use their speech throughoutthe day. They are notconfined to
 
certain periods oftime when they may practice their speech. Instead,
 
it is a constant opportunity. Whenever they need to speak,they speak.
 
Condition 7is feedback. Remember the toddler above who
 
points to a cup and says,"DatDaddy cup?" Notonly is this
 
approximation accepted,butit is met with very helpfulfeedback,"Yes,
 
that's Daddy's cup." The child's message is received("Yes")and the
 
conventional adult,expandedform("That's Daddy's cup")is given back
 
in a non-threatehing way. So not only does the child understand that
 
his messageis understood buthe hears it returned to him in the
 
correctform.
 
As welook back over these seven conditions under which
 
children successfully learnto talk,it becomes readily clear that we as
 
teachers often fail to provide these same conditions in our classrooms
 
aschildren are learning to write. Instead offacilitating their natural
 
progress by encouraging approximationsin writing,by providing
 
writing opportunities throughoutthe entire day,and by modeling
 
correct writing ourselves,we squelch their willingness to try by
 
expecting a mastery ofthe isolated skills in their first attempts.
 
The Use ofPictures ToPrompt
 
Beginning Writers
 
The value ofusing pictures in the effort to encourage small
 
children who arejust beginning to write is widely acknowledged.
 
Pictures are both familiar and non-threatening to young children.
 
They have been looking at and fascinated by pictures ever since their
 
eyes could focus on them,not only in books buton labels,on television,
 
on signs and many other places.
 
Dyson(1989)stated that given the opportunity to create
 
imaginary worlds,most children's forte lies in their dramatic play and
 
in their drawings. Perhaps thatis why,in the common schooltask of
 
drawing pictures and writing "stories," it is the drawing that generally
 
receives the greatest attention. Children's written texts sometimes
 
seem to be simply afterthoughts to their drawing and talking.
 
Teberosky(1990)explored a traditionallearning activity in
 
beginning reading and writing-writing linked to pictures. This study
 
which wasconducted in Barcelona,Spain recognized the importance of
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allowing children to have diverse models of written texts,notsimply
 
the models traditionally offered by the teacher. Pictures used were
 
from sources such aslogos,ads,labels, photographs,signs,and
 
newspaper texts. The children were four- to eight-year-olds.
 
In considering activities involving"writing with pictures,"
 
Teberosky(1990)had to decide whatkind ofpictures and whatkind of
 
instructionsfrom the teacher would
 
elicit the best responsesfrom the children. The following classroom
 
activity was observed:
 
Theteacher distributed cutoutsoflabels
 
from magazines and newspaper
 
headlines to five-year-old children so
 
that, in pairs, they would write ads,
 
slogans, news or whatever else the
 
cutout suggests to them.
 
Teacher: Choose one you know so you
 
can write aboutit.
 
Didac-David: Which one should we get?
 
Only one.
 
David: (Chooses the Fudesa label, a
 
food product) Writes: Frudesa is very
 
good.
 
Joseph-Gemma: (Chooses Coca-Cola)
 
Writes; Coke is, it's to drink.
 
Gemma: (Chooses a text containing
 
Ibiza) Writes: Ibiza isa country.
 
David-Didac: (Chooses Scalextric, a
 
brand of toy racing cars) Writes:
 
Scalextric isfor reusing.
 
In carrying outthe activities of"writing with pictures,"
 
Teberosky(1990)demonstrated that the selection ofthe pictures and
 
the instructions given by the teacher directing the task were
 
important. Byincorporating the graphic diversity ofprinted material
 
found in the real world,we are creating conditions similar to those that
 
children experience outside ofschoolrather than attempting to control
 
children's responses.
 
This work suggested that children draw their conclusions not
 
onlyfrom the written texts but alsofrom the contexts which are
 
supplied by their experience. Thus,the use ofthis familiar and
 
enjoyable medium(drawing)is a perfect tool to use in prompting young
 
children to write.
 
By using Fisher's(1991)simpleformatfor writing during choice
 
time,I have virtually eliminated the"I don'tknow whatto write"
 
problem in my classroom. Children respond well to her four-step
 
io'- ■ 
instruction:(1) Draw a picture,(2)Write something aboutthe picture,
 
(3)Write your name,(4)Stamp the date with the date stamp. The
 
difficulty many children encounter putting pencil to paper to begin
 
writing is somehow eliminated when they are allowed to draw a
 
picture first.
 
How Children Understand
 
the Alphabetic Representation ofthe Language
 
Clay(1975)suggested that,sometime between three and five
 
years old,children begin to understand that the marks adults make on
 
paper have meaning. Aschildren discover that speaking(with which
 
they are familiar)can be conveyed by print,they musttry to
 
understand the many conventions which we as adults accept so
 
readily. Their attempts to write tell us something ofthe things they
 
are noticingin print,although we mustalwaysremember that their
 
writing is nota complete representation ofwhattheir minds are
 
noticing.
 
. ■ Similarly,Dyson-(loss)'statedthat while chRdren-may V^ 
understand many socialfunctions of written language in a general 
way,they do not necessarily understand specifically how it is that the 
black-and-white squiggles on the paper communicate between them
 
and other people. When children begin to grasp this function ofprint-

that graphics not only represent meaning butcan mediate the reading
 
or recall ofa specific spoken message-they begin to invent ways to
 
differentiate one squiggle from another.
 
Ferreiro(1990)discussed research done on the psychogenesis of
 
the interpretation systems childten build in order to understand the
 
alphabetic representation ofthe language. Children process through
 
the developmentallevels in this process. In the firstlevel they begin to
 
consider strings ofletters as substitute objects(instead ofan actual
 
drawing ofthe object itself), and they thus make the distinction
 
between drawing and writing.
 
In the second level children begin to look for differences in the
 
strings ofletters thatjustify different interpretations. Forexample,as
 
children come to a noun they wantto write,they sometimes try to test
 
the following hypothesis:Perhaps the variations in the number of
 
letters are related to variations ofaspects ofthe referred objects(more
 
letters ifthe object is big andfewer letters ifit is small; more letters for
 
a group ofobjects and fewer letters for a single object; more letters for
 
an older person andfewerfor a child).
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The third level corresponds to the"phonetization" ofthe written
 
representation. One ofthe mostimportant pieces of written
 
information at this level is a child's own name. Children begin to look
 
at their written name and wonder: Why those letters and not others?
 
Whyi/iafnumber ofletters and not more or less?
 
Atthislevelchildren may startlooking for similar letters in
 
order to write similar"pieces ofsound". The resulting sound-to-letter
 
correspondence is notthe conventionalone. But,for the first time,
 
children begin to understand thatthe written representation tied to
 
the alphabetical writing system needs to focus almost exclusively on
 
the sound pattern of words.
 
When children finally arrive at this third ofthe three levels
 
described by Ferreiro(1990),they have understood the intrinsic nature
 
ofthe alphabetic system,butthey still cannot deal with all the specific
 
features ofthe language(such as punctuation marks,blank spaces,
 
upper and lower case letters). They havejust understood that
 
similarity ofsound implies similarity ofletters.
 
Ofcourse,this is not the end ofliteracy development. From this
 
pointthe children start through the stages ofinvented spelling,
 
beginning with the use ofonly the initial consonant to representthe
 
word. With much writing practice they gradually progress through to
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the finalstage ofconventional spelling. These stages are explained
 
more fully on page 19.
 
TheInterrelationship
 
Between Reading and Writing
 
It is a
 
researchersin the field ofliteracy learning thatreading and writing
 
are
 
as readers and writers engagein one ofthe
 
processes,theylearn aboutthe other as well. It is this process of
 
learning aboutand through language to which children are so well
 
adapted. •
 
When young children write,the reading/writing process is 
conveniently slowed down. Toform messages and print,children must 
work on a variety oflevels. They have to think about whatthey want 
to say,whatthey hear and how to representit, whatthey expect to see 
ifthey can't hear it and it doesn'tlook right, where they are in their 
message,and how they can make their message clear to the other 
readers(DeFord,1991). j ■ 
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Young children mustlearn to balance the act of writing(a very
 
slow process)and the conventions ofprint with their thoughts and
 
intents(which are very rapid). Teachers mustconstantly help the
 
beginning writerfocusinward(learning how print operates)and
 
outward(how messages work and will be received). The only way to
 
accomplish this is to make the writing events purposeful,shared,and
 
used over time. In this way,writing is an integral part ofthe reading
 
program as well as a communication process children learn about as
 
they write(DeFord,1991).
 
Children's attempts to write tell us something ofthe things they
 
are noticing in print,although we must alwaysremember that their
 
eyes may perceive more than their handscan execute. In fact,before
 
the end oftheir first yearin school,the children who are making good
 
progress develop a power to read which outreaches their capacity to
 
write(Clay,1975).
 
A classroom that revolves around the use ofreading and writing
 
offers invitations for children to become apprentices with their peers
 
and their teachers. Young children who may not have had a wealth of
 
literacy experiences benefit mostfrom these invitations. Theylearn
 
the personal strategies they need to use to continue to develop as
 
readers and writers. They also learn how to solve their own problems
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and the value ofbooks as sources ofinformation as well as enjoyment
 
(Harste,Short,&Burke,1988).
 
Often the first reading children do is oftheir own writing. For
 
many students,their own writing provides the foundation for success
 
in learning to read. Theinterrelationship between reading and writing
 
hasseemed particularly significantfor those students who have been
 
called learning disabled(Routman,1988).
 
Routman(1988)told ofFranklin,a student who was repeating
 
first grade after "failing" at another school. Franklin believed he could
 
notread or write,and his self-esteem was badly damaged. It was
 
through the writing process that his reading skills developed. Because
 
his ownlanguage was meaningful and memorableto him,with practice
 
and support,he could read it. Heloved the stories he heard all day
 
and adapted manyinto his writing. He began to see himselfas a
 
reader and writer and was dismissed from the learning disability
 
program atthe end ofthe school year,not a typical occurrence.
 
Routman(1988)described other activities in which the reading-

writing connection is evident. One is the shared book time where
 
shared reading leads into shared writing, with the teacher and
 
students collaborating on a text. Another such activity is note writing,
 
which can be set up within the classroom or on a schoolwide basis. The
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children are thrilled to get mail and,as they are writing and receiving
 
notes,they are also reinforcing and improving their reading skills.
 
As you can readily see, many classroom activities lend
 
themselves to the strengthening ofboth the reading and writing
 
processes. Anything thatis read can be written about. And anything
 
thatis written needs to be read,atleast by the writer and preferably
 
by others as well.
 
The Purpose and Value of
 
UsingInvented Spelling
 
Invented spelling is precisely whatits nameimplies-children
 
inventthe spelling ofa word as they write,using whatever knowledge
 
they have. Graves(1983)referred to it in an equally descriptive way,
 
calling it spelling under"game"conditions. In other words,when
 
children are writing a story,they have left the isolated spelling tests
 
behind and now work with spelling in the midst ofthe many other
 
processes employed when a child composes.
 
Clay(1987)described this processfurther. Wanting to write a
 
word,children say the word slowly to themselves and try to find letters
 
to write for the sounds they hearin the word. They do a careful
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analysis ofthe soundsin the words. From whatthey know about
 
English words and letters,they construct whatthey think the spelling
 
will be. Children get very good at this process.
 
Graves(1983)described this process with a specific child. Jesse
 
wants to write made. He writes ah m,says the word again slowly and
 
writes a d. He now has/nd on his paper. Butthere is an imbalance in
 
his mind between whathe has written and whathe thinks madelooks
 
like. So he goes back and writesain the middle. Now his word looks
 
like this: mad. This kind ofproblem-solving goes on constantly with
 
children engaged in the writing process,and their ability to correct
 
more and more complex imbalances increases. This is real growth.
 
Although spelling is butone process ofmanyothers when a child
 
composes,sadly,many children who have problems with spelling feel
 
their information is poor,or their knowledge oftopics nonexistent.
 
They hate to write because for several years they have heard thatthey
 
don't know how to write because they Can't sped(Graves,1983).
 
Graves(1983)described five general stages ofspelling invention.
 
As background for these stageshe explained thatin the beginning,
 
children have never seen the word they are composing. Therefore,
 
their ears are the dominant modality used. Consonants are more
 
reliable(consistent)than vowels and become the foundation on which
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words are made. When vowels do appear,they usually appear in long-

sound positions between the consonants where vowels would go, yet
 
they may not necessarily be correct. Clay(1993)added an additional
 
reason that children use consonantsfirst-vowels are simply harder to
 
hear and require more experience with reading and writing.
 
Thefollowing is a brief description ofGraves'(1983)five general
 
stages ofinvention,using the word grass as the example:
 
STAGE I: Initial consonant(G)
 
STAGE II: Initial and final consonant
 
(GS)
 
STAGE III: Initial, final, and interior
 
consonant (GRS)
 
STAGE IV: Initial, final, and interior
 
consonants, and vowel place holder.
 
Vowel is incorrect but in correct
 
position. (GRES)
 
STAGEV: Child has the full spelling of
 
the word, with final components from
 
visual memory systems and better
 
vowel discrimination. (GRASS)
 
Variations ofthese stages have been written by others and
 
arranged in differentformats. One such variation isfound in The
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Thisform,called Development Spelling,is included on the next page.
 
parents how a child progresses through the normalstages oflearning
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DevelopmentalSpelling
 
Translation:
 
Mymom took usto ttie store to
 
Consonants
 
One letter, usually the first one
 
heard,is tjsed to represent the word.
 
Translation:
 
I weni oulin a boat and caughta fisti this big.
 
Initial and Final Consonants
 
The first and last sounds
 
are represented.
 
Translation:
 
The next day some more(lowers grew.
 
Vowel/ConsonantCombinations
 
Consonantsand vowels start to
 
appear in the middle of words.
 
Translation:
 
Me and my best Inend(went]sledding downhill with myfriend's dad. His
 
(dad)made a)ump for us.
 
Words
 
AH syllables in the words
 
are represented.
 
Translation:
 
Ctiris.
 
You were sleeping. You woke up wtien everybody left. You arc dumsy.
 
You were snoring. Iizz.
 
Standard Spelling
 
Children begin to build a repertoire of spelling
 
patternsand add to theirstore ofsight words.
 
Translation: ^
 
Once upona time,there wasan okJ old woman wtto had adog. The
 
woman'is name wasPolly. The dog's name wasSally. Sally wasa quiet

dog.exceptfor when she washun^. So Polly knew what Sally wanted
 
when Sally barked.
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k
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nif FLOS
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% on "X bes -Prd
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Children whoinvent spelling are actively trying to master the
 
complexities of writing. They make"mistakes" because they wantto
 
try out their analysis ofsounds,words,and symbols. Their self-

correction is based on discovery ofa better set ofrules and a desire to
 
"get it right." They arrive at correct spelling through trial and errorin
 
the course of writing down things that matter to them(New Zealand
 
Ministry ofEducation,1985).
 
Ofcourse,the teacher worksfrom the first day to lead children
 
toward correct spellings. This is done by continually pointing out what
 
sound-symbolcorrespondences are correctin their writing,encouraging
 
them in their invented spelling efforts,and providing correct spelling
 
for highfrequency words either in their personal word books or on the
 
wall(Graves,1983).
 
Cambourne and Turbill(1987)drew on their observations ofa
 
group offive- through twelve-year-olds over a period offive years.
 
They related thatthe idea that approximating is an acceptable
 
strategy to use when creating text did not appear to take hold with the
 
majority ofthese children until approximately one monthinto the first
 
school year.
 
insome ofthese classrooms the teachers decided to demonstrate
 
the various strategies which could be used in writing an unknown
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word. Before writing the conventionalform ofthe class daily news,the
 
teacher would write a rough draftin front ofthe children,"thinking
 
aloud," asking questions such as: "How does'going'start? Go-ing;g-o­
ing;g-. That's whatI need. Now how do you write a'g'?"(Cambourne
 
&Turbill,1987)
 
Thisteacher demonstrated that temporary spellings really are
 
temporary--by erasing them from the chalkboard when they were no
 
longer needed. This also demonstrated that"public" writing needs to
 
be conventionalso that we can read it(Cambourne&Turbill,1987).
 
in summary,the value ofchildren usinginvented spelling when
 
they begin to write is thatit allows them to place the emphasison
 
meaning. They Can do their Creative writing without being constrained
 
by a requirement that they uSe only correct spellings. It also greatly
 
increases the messages children can write. Without it, children may
 
only write the stilted and limited messages that are made up ofthe
 
words theyalready know(Clay,1987).
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The Emergeht Writer's
 
Use ofSpacing
 
When words are to be combined into word groups,a space must be
 
used to signal the end ofone word and the beginning ofanother,
 
Spacesindicate thatthe lettersfound between them make up one
 
single word,and the spaces enable readers to notice initial and final
 
letters more easily. But,mostimportantly,they assist with visual
 
perception and make a textreadable(Clay,1975).
 
Some children take along time to learn the value ofspaces.
 
This is due to the difficulty they experience in knowing which groups of
 
letters are actual words,their lack of metalinguistic awareness,their
 
lack ofunderstanding ofthe function ofthe spaces,and their lack of
 
skill and coordination in producing the appropriate spaces(Clay,1975).
 
Time and experience in the processes ofreading and writing are
 
the keyfactors
 
in making children competentin the correct use ofspaces. To know
 
thatthe words want and to are separate words and notone(wantto),
 
children musthear each word many timesin combination with other
 
words. Butin addition to this,children must actually see them in
 
print.
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between words are notindicated by pausesin speech and so must
 
actually be seen by children in printfor them to begih to learn where
 
they go. Duringobseryations ofthe literary developmentofBissex's
 
own son,he was observed writing APANATIMEfor upon a time.
 
With only the auditory to use,there is nothing to indicate that upon
 
has a different structure than a time, His writing ofA PiiyN A TIME
 
indicated his use ofsound patterns to determine segmentation.
 
When attention to the space is a learning pointfor a particular
 
student,Clay(1975)suggested thatthe teacher's models could
 
Reading Recovery with those children who are having difficulty r
 
understanding that words are separate entities with spacesin between
 
is an activity which uses physical objects. Three to four objects(such
 
as keys,pencil,and scissors)are laid on a table with large spacesin
 
between them. The child actually "feels the space" with his/her hand
 
as the teacher talks aboutthe"separateness" ofthe objects and then
 
shows the child how this is similar to the"separateness"ofwordsin a
 
book.
 
are
 
necessary is by having to read their own writing to the teacher. With
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the entire message clumped together without spaces,a child has
 
trouble pointing to the words and reading the message. This is an
 
excellent teaching moment,a timefor the teacher to say,"It's hard to
 
read without spaces between the words,isn't it? Let's go back and use
 
spaces and see ifthat helps."
 
In the beginning stages ofusing spaces,children's messages
 
often have one correct space and the rest ofthe messagejammed
 
together. This is an excellent opportunity to putinto practice one of
 
the most effective strategies ofgood teaching-focusing on whatis right
 
with children's work. We mustresist the temptation to talk only about
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the missing spaces and instead praise the one space thatis there. As
 
Carroll(1993)so eloquently puts it,"There isjoy in finding all thatis
 
right with a student's paper. Too often and too long we have looked
 
only for whatis wrong."
 
There are manyfactors involved in children's earliest attempts
 
to write. Bylooking at the six discussed in this literature review,we
 
see that the process children go through in becoming good writers is a
 
complex and fascinating one. Children can begin their first grade year
 
knowing very little aboutthe alphabetic representation ofthe language
 
and how to translate their thoughts into written symbols. By the end
 
ofthissame year,those children can become proficient young authors.
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Facilitating this achievementis the privilege and responsibility of
 
those who teach this important grade.
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by
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INTRODUCTION
 
This handbook is designed to help first grade teachers who have
 
predominantly emergent writers in their classrooms. Too often I have
 
bought teacher idea books,especially for center ideas,which turned out
 
to be too advanced for mostofmyfirst graders. They contained
 
activities that most ofmy students,especially in the first semester of
 
first grade,simply could not do. By contrast,this handbook willfocus
 
on activities which can be used from the first month ofschool and
 
which will teach beginning skills for emergent writers.
 
Those children who enter first grade with a great reluctance to
 
even put pencil to paper to write are a great challenge to teachers.
 
Helping children,who would not even attempt a word,blossom into
 
independent writers excited about their work is truly an exhilarating
 
experience. A first grade teacher can witness some truly incredible
 
turn-arounds.
 
There is no one strategy orset ofteaching procedures which
 
work with every reluctant writer. Children are different and respond
 
to different approaches,all of which are based on our knowledge ofhow
 
language develops. Teachers who are successful at moving children
 
past the reluctant stage and on through the emergentlevel are
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teachers who persistin trying one approach after another until each
 
child responds.
 
This handbook is a compilation ofstrategies and approaches
 
gatheredfrom the literature andfrom experienced teachers ofbalanced
 
literacy classrooms. Its goal is to assist first grade teachers who are
 
alwayslooking for additional strategies to enhance their writing
 
program.
 
The handbook is divided into three sections. Section One
 
describes ways to overcome the reluctance thatsome children have to
 
begin the writing process. Sections Two and Three discuss ideasfor
 
designing activities thatfacilitate the writing process. Section Two
 
focuses on whole-group activities, while section Three describes centers
 
which first graders can doindependently.
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SECTION ONE:
 
OVERCOMING CHILDREN'SRELUCTANCE
 
TO BEGINTHE WRITINGPROCESS
 
Getting manyfirst graders over their reluctance to write
 
independently and moving them along the pathfrom scribbling to
 
recognizable print is a real challenge. Some ofthese reluctant writers
 
comefrom kindergarten classrooms where the children were not
 
encouraged to write...some have moved around from school to school so
 
often they have missed out on any ongoing routine of writing...many
 
comefrom homes where they seldom see anyone reading or writing.
 
Whatever the reason, there are reluctant writers in nearly
 
every first grade classroom. It is ourjob as teachers to create an
 
atmosphere and engage in activities that will remove thatreluctance
 
and enable every child to experience thejoy of writing.
 
This section focuses on afew ofthe importantthings a teacher can do
 
to hep these reluctant writers.
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The ValueofDemonstration
 
(Matildal
 
Ask teachers ifa particular concept has been taught and we may
 
readily answer"yes" when it would be more accurate to say we have
 
told the children aboutthe concept. For many children,certain
 
concepts require an additional step pastthe telling. They require
 
specific demonstration. These children need to "see themselves"in a
 
demonstration ofthe practical use ofthe concept.
 
For the pastfew years,during the first week ofschoolI have
 
used the same demonstration as an introduction to writing. I play the
 
part ofa little first grader named Matilda. Matilda supposedly attends
 
another school buthascome over this morning at Mrs.Stark's
 
invitation to tell the class about her first day of writing. A collective
 
giggle is heard as Matilda shyly walksfrom behind the partition. The
 
giggle is because the children know it's just Mrs.Stark with her hair
 
quickly put up in ponytails.
 
Matilda is super excited and she picks up a marker to show the
 
children whatshe wrote in her very first story. She sets the stage by
 
telling how her teacher asked the class to write a story. She continues
 
in an animated voice;
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I was so nervous! I thought,"I don't
 
know how to write those words!" But
 
then my teacher told me she didn't
 
expect meto know. Shejust wanted me
 
to try my best. She said to say the
 
words slowly and write down what I
 
thinkI hear. SoI did,and do you know
 
what my teacher said when I showed
 
her mypaper? She said,"WOW! That's
 
great!" Well,I was so excited,I've been
 
writing stories every day since then.
 
Let meshow youhowI wrote mystory...
 
Matilda then says her words slowly,listening for the sounds she hears
 
and spelling her words using invented spelling. The children usually
 
"forget"it is really Mrs.Stark and start trying to help Matilda think of
 
whatletter store begins with.
 
Each year this simple demonstration has gotten afew more
 
children over the hurtle of making that first attempt. And once those
 
children are praised for their effort and encouraged to continue,the
 
process has begun for them. Any similar demonstration which allows
 
children to identify with the person should be effective with atleast
 
some ofthose reluctant writers.
 
TheImportance ofPraise
 
"What good space you're leaving
 
between your words,Jesse!"
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"You heard the 's' at the
 
beginnihg of'sun,' didn't you,Melissa?
 
Good for you!"
 
"Ilikethe way yousaidthatword
 
slowly to hear the sounds, Jason.
 
That's what good writers Jo!"
 
"WOW! Look at what a long
 
story you're writing,Joanna!"
 
students begin their adventure in writing. Although some children
 
write with greMer oase than otheirs,;they all nadd to feel the teacher's
 
pleasure and excitementfor their own personal writing. And,although
 
it may take a bit ofcreativity,teachers can alwaysfind something to
 
praise abouta child's writing-even atits earliest stages. This must
 
always be our goal-the benefits are too importantto miss.
 
Children can also be trained tojoin in the praise. When sharing
 
time comes around and volunteers read their story to the group,the
 
teacher can train the children to answer a question like: "What do you
 
like about Mark's story?" or"What did Mark do wellin his writing
 
today?" Atfirst their observations may notbe very profound,butsoon
 
they will be noticing things like,"He left good spaces between his
 
words,"and"He heard the b atthe beginning of balloon"
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Copyingfrom the Walls
 
Right or Wrong?
 
One ofthe characteristics ofa balanced literacy classroom is its
 
print-rich environment. The walls are filled with text—children's work,
 
poems,charts,lists,labels,alphabets,and more. Ifthe text is used by
 
the teacher,and notjust left to gather dust on the walls,it will be used
 
by the children,too. Thiscan be a comforting source ofhelp for the
 
reluctant writer.
 
Aninteresting fact,however,is that the teacher needs to assure
 
the children it is okay to copyfrom the walls. Somehow there are
 
always those children who think they are notsupposed to look on the
 
walls. I usually start a mini-lesson on this by taking a vote: "How
 
many of you thinkitis right to copyfrom the Walls? How many of you
 
think it is wrong to copyfrom the walls?"
 
After taking the vote,I announce that both oftheir answers are
 
correct. It is good to look on the wallsfor a particular word they need
 
in their story. Butit is not good tojust copy a whole textinstead of
 
writing their own story. Then we take a tour ofthe walls to remind
 
them ofall thatis there for their use.
 
Oneofthe most valuable charts is the"Words We Use a Lot"
 
list. It is best to have this listcompiled as ajoint project, with the
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children adding high-frequency words gradually during shared writing
 
and shared reading. When the list reaches a workable length,I have
 
found it helpful to alphabetize and color code it. The alphabetizing
 
helps me to glance up and find the word they ask for quickly. The color
 
coding makesit easy for the child to find it whenIsay,"T/iey is
 
numberfive on the blue paper." Here is a sample chart:
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Words We Use a Lot 
1. all 
2. and 
3. are 
4. as 
5. at 
6. be 
7. because 
8. but 
9. can 
10.do 
' 
1. for 
2. from 
3. have 
4. he 
5. in 
6. is 
7. it 
8. like 
9. my 
10.of 
1. on 
2. said 
3. that 
CD 
5. they 
6. this 
7. to 
8. was 
9. with 
10. you 
(Pink Paper) (Yellow Paper) (Blue Paper) 
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Sharing with the Class Is Optional
 
A worryfor some children atthe beginning ofthe writing
 
process is,"AmI going to have to share mystory with everybody?"
 
Although letting children read their stories to the group is extremely
 
beneficial,it should be made clearfrom the beginning that this is
 
optional. Mostfirst graders love to share their workfrom Day One.
 
However,the totally inexperienced writers maylook at whateverybody
 
else is writing and be reluctant to share theirs.
 
After establishing that sharing is not required,however,I have
 
yet to see a student who does noteventually(and usually very quickly)
 
decide to join in the sharing. This is another area where the
 
enthusiastic praise ofthe teacher and/or the students can help. When
 
these reluctant writers experience praise for that one space they
 
remembered to use...or that one letter they wrote well...or that great
 
picture thatillustrates their story,they quickly change their minds
 
and volunteer to share their story with the class,too.
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Interaction with Peers
 
Busy is probably the best word to describe the look ofa
 
classroom if you stepinside the door during writing time. The children
 
are not all sitting silently at their desks writing. Samantha is asking
 
Greg how to spell the,Danielis up pointing to thegon the wallchart
 
in answer to David's question,"How do you make agT Janette is
 
showing Melissa the cat shejust added to her picture. Brooke is
 
showing her paper to Angela and asking,"Is that how you write can'?"
 
Interaction with peers is beneficial to all who participate in it-­
both those who ask for help and those who give it. It is also a comfort
 
to the reluctant writers. They quickly see thatthey are not the only
 
ones who need help. Everybody seems to ask for help atone point or
 
another. ­
There mustbe a certain amountoftalk allowed by the teacher
 
during these writing times. Atfirst the teacher may need to quietly
 
remind some students that their talking needs to be about their
 
writing,not other things. But as the children grow accustomed to the
 
procedure,these reminders will become less and less necessary.
 
Cambourne&Turbill(1987)said that this constructive
 
interaction is simply a consequence ofthe setting. Children with a
 
common task,seated in such a way thatthey are close enough to
 
interact and talk and given the freedom to dojust that, will begin to
 
make the best ofthe situation and draw on the knowledge and
 
information oftheir peers.
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SEGTION TWO­
DESIGNING GROUP ACTIVITIESTHAT FACILITATE
 
THE WRITINGPROCESS
 
Although the first grade classroom where children remain
 
seated for class lessOns most ofthe day is a thing ofthe past,short
 
whole class activities still play animportantpartin an effective
 
balanced literacy classroom. These times are essential to provide the
 
modeling and the teaching ofskills and strategies that children need.
 
They should always be interesting,attention-grabbing sessions where
 
good classroom managementis in effect. This section will describe a
 
few such activities.
 
Filling in the Missing Letters
 
Having the teacher and the children collaborate to fill in missing
 
letters on a pre-written text is an effective way to teach certain sounds
 
or to help the children hear soundsin a certain position(i.e., beginning
 
or ending sounds). There are many different namesfor this activity. I
 
call mine"mystery messages"and ask the children to help me solve the
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mystery ofthe missing letters. Thefollowing is an example ofa
 
"mystery message"focusing on ending sounds.
 
In the boo_ we just rea_ Jake was a little
 
ki_ who always made a me . His mom and
 
dad and brother and sister trie_ to clean things
 
up, bu_ then Jake came along and ruined
 
everything. I be_ they wish he would take a
 
na .
 
Another variation ofthis activity is to take afamiliar big book
 
and put post-it notes over letters or entire words. As the teacher and
 
the children read the story in unison,they collaborate on missing
 
letters and the teacher writes them on the post-it notes. This can also
 
be done with specific sounds or positions ofsounds as the focus(i.e.,
 
cover up all short vowelsounds or all beginning sounds). A page from
 
a big book mightlook like this:
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tail. Every time he □ook a 
nap. omeone stepped on it. 
It ot very sore! 
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After telling the teacher the beginning letter and seeing it
 
written on the post-it note,children love to see the post-it note torn off
 
to reveal whatthe book had. "Did we getit right?" "Yes!"
 
Shared Writing
 
Shared writing(also called modeled writing)is a crucial
 
ingredientin the effective balanced literacy first grade classroom
 
throughout the entire year. Instead ofsimply filling in the missing
 
letters on a pre-written message,shared writing has children
 
collaborate with the teacher to write a message beginning with a blank
 
sheet ofpaper.
 
Thefollowing is an excellent example ofa shared writing
 
activity takenfrom The Wright Group's The Storv Box Level 1 Teacher
 
Guide(1990). It is a Daily News activity where the children share
 
anything they wish with the class. They may simply share information
 
or they may bring in objects to show and share. Using chart paper to
 
record on,the teacher begins the day's news report-

Teacher: Who can tell me what today
 
is?
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Children: Monday.
 
T: Good. Who can show me whore we
 
begin writing? (Child comes up and
 
points td iipper left.)
 
T: Today is Monday. Who can tell me
 
whatthe word today starts with?
 
C: T. (The teacher writes the letter T.)
 
T: Can you hear any other letters in
 
C:D. (The teacher writes the d in the
 
appropriate space,then fills in the rest
 
ofthe word.)
 
T: And what do we remember to leave
 
before we stai-t our next word?
 
C: A space.
 
T: Good. The next word is is. Does
 
anyone know how to spell is?
 
C: S.
 
T: That's right,and there's a little i in
 
front. (The teacher begins writing the
 
word Monday.) WhatwordamIwriting
 
now?
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C: Monday.
 
T: So,whatdo we wantour iiews to be
 
about today?
 
(For this day the children choose to
 
write about a newspaper article that
 
one ofthe children shared;the article is
 
abouta sick seal.)
 
T: Would someone like to tell me what
 
I'm going to write about?
 
C: The sick seal. (The teacher begins
 
asthey are written. The teacher writes
 
Thesick seal/ms,but notices that many
 
ofthe children say lyasinstead ofhas.)
 
T: (Guiding the children to use
 
graphophonic strategies) It could have
 
been M;as,butit starts with an...
 
C: H!
 
T: Good! And what does the sick seal
 
have?
 
G: A torn flipper.
 
T:
 
What letters can you hear in iom?
 
Whatis a flipper?
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(The children respond with various
 
answers. The teacher and children
 
continue to write the story together in
 
this manner. When the story is
 
complete, they are ready to read it
 
together.)
 
T: Everyone please look to the front so
 
we can read. Who can tell us where we
 
begin, which way we go, and where to
 
go when we get to the end ofthe line?
 
(A child comes up to the chart paper
 
and points to the appropriate places,
 
then all the children and the teacher
 
read the news story together.
 
Ifit is a fairly short message it is helpful to train the children to
 
go back to the beginning and read after each word is written. In this
 
way they end up reading the message many times by the end ofthe
 
lesson. This not only helpsthem practice their reading skills,butit
 
trains them to do this same re-reading procedure when they are
 
writing their ownindividual messages at their seats.
 
The Daily Newsis,ofcourse,only one of many shared writing
 
opportunities. This procedure can be used to write aninnovation(the
 
children's own variation ofa story they've read),compile a list(ofsuch
 
things asingredients for a recipe), write a letter...the possibilities are
 
endless.
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This aetivity is also a perfect opportunity to cause a low-

achieving child to shine. If you know that Danielhasjustlearned to
 
write the word to,turn to him and say,"Daniel,tell us how to write to,
 
please." Never mind that everyone else could have told you too.
 
Daniel needed that momentin the spotlight.
 
A variation ofthe shared writing activity is interactive-shared
 
writing. Here the same procedure isfollowed except that the teacher
 
does not do all ofthe writing. A child actually comes to the chart paper
 
and,using the same marker as the teacher, writes a letter or word.
 
The end productis a combination ofthe teacher's writing and the
 
children's writing.
 
This is very valuable,but since it does take muchlonger,many
 
teachers havefound that it should be done for shorter periods oftime.
 
The children's attention begins to wander with too much"down time"
 
ofvolunteers walking back and forth andforming the letters.
 
Free Choice Writing
 
Although we often want children to respond to a specific piece of
 
literature or an eventlike a field trip in their writing,there are other
 
times when"free choice"is beneficial. The children can choose
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anything to write about. This could be in theirjournals or o;n different
 
typos ofpaper.
 
For along time my rule was,"Write first and then Arscw your
 
picture." IthoughtIhad to do it this way or they would never get to
 
the writing. Butthrough reading the literature and talking with other
 
teachers,mythoughts have changed.
 
Much has been Written aboutthe value ofpictures to stimulate
 
children's writing. By changingmyformat during"Free Ghoice
 
Writing Time"and allowing children to draw their picture first, the "I
 
don'tknow whatto write" problem has been virtually eliminated. We
 
start the time with a briefreview ofthe following chartfrom Jovful
 
TiOarning(Fisher,1991)which is kept outfor them to see:
 
1. Draw a picture.
 
2. Write something about
 
your picture.
 
3. Write your name.
 
4. Stamp the date.
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After this they spread outin the room wherever they wantto sit
 
with crayons,paper,pencil and eraser(and a clipboard ifthey choose
 
to sit on the floor). Mostbegin by drawing a picture, although afew
 
began to ask,"MayI write first?" to whichI replied,"Sure." I wander
 
around the room talking to students,commenting on their pictures,
 
and asking questions. Fisher(1991)has refined this interaction to
 
include the adding ofdetail.
 
Sometimes I encourage the children to
 
add details to their drawings to tell
 
their story,so that asthey write stories
 
they will add details in words to clarify
 
and enrich their message. Sometimes
 
they edit their work by adding to their
 
drawing as they tell their story, and
 
sometimesIask whatthey could add to
 
their drawing for clarification.
 
Mary tells me abouta walk she took
 
with her mom. "Oh,Iforgot to putour dog
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in the picture," she says as she picks up a
 
crayon and begins to draw him. "He went
 
with us and kepton barking."
 
"Ican tell that he wasimportant
 
to your story. I didn't know that until
 
you drew him in. Tell me about the
 
barking. Is it important for you to tell
 
about that in your story?" (Fisher,
 
1991)
 
Since the children are starting and finishing their writing at
 
different times it allows me to interact a lot with them and to have
 
them read their finished stories to me. I do not usually spell wordsfor
 
children when they ask.Myresponses vary.
 
"How do yoM think it is spelled?"
 
"Say it slowly. What sounds do you
 
hear?"
 
"Is that a word onour word chart?"
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"Just do the best you can."
 
The children gradually stop askingfor spellings once they know that it
 
is their responsibility and that their best efforts will be accepted.
 
On the other hand,Routman(1988)reminds us that we must
 
also recognize that spelling does not alwaysimprove withoutsome
 
teacher guidance. A child who is repeatedly inventing high frequency
 
words may be readyto spell them Conventionally. Routman says
 
something like,"I notice you have been using the word when a lotin
 
your writing." She neatly pencils in the conventional spelling saying,
 
"This is how it looks in books."
 
Occasionally,I need to gentlyremind afew children that it is
 
time to finish up their picture and move on to their writing,butthatis
 
easy to keep an eye on asI walk around. Before they puttheir writing
 
awayI ask them to check the chart to See ifthey have done allfour
 
things,including writing their name and date stamping their paper.
 
Composing Text
 
for Wordless Books
 
Wordless big books provide a ready-madeforum for another
 
form ofshared writing-composing your own textfor professional
 
illustrations. This activity can begin with a discussion about how
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authors write children's books. Do they Write the story first or do they
 
draw the illustrations first?
 
This activity can also include a discussion about books that are
 
written by one person and illustrated by another versus books that are
 
written and illustrated by one author. Let the children figure outhow
 
thatinformation is conveyed on a book cover and title page. This is a
 
particularly interesting idea to children. Thereafter,they will watch
 
for it in your big books and exclainl,"Look,that author wrote the story
 
and drew the pictures!"
 
Children are then told that as a group they will become the
 
author for this beautifully illustrated book. White correction tape or
 
strips ofpaper should have already been taped into place where the
 
text will be written. First a thorough "picture walk"through the book
 
is taken together, discussing the pictures, whatseems to be happening,
 
what happensin the end,who the characters are,and any other
 
discussion the pictures stimulate.
 
When conducting this activity for the firstfew times,it can be
 
helpful to ask the students ifit would be all rightfor you to write the
 
first page.(When asked nicely,they always say"yes!") In this way the
 
.teacher can setthe tone for the story,usinglanguage that willlend
 
itselfto the children re-reading the book easily.
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After the first page the teacher chooses volunteers to give their
 
ideas and writes the story under the pictures. The goalis to stay as
 
close to the children's language as possible but also work to keep the
 
textfrom getting too complicated. After all,a dual purpose ofthis
 
activity isfor the children to be able to re-read the book often.
 
The teacher writes the textin the collaborative method
 
described above in the Shared Writing section. Last,but notleast,
 
comes the writing ofthe authors'names on the book. This can be done
 
as a group("by C-3")or the children can sign their names to a paper
 
thatis then taped into the book. The finished productis then placed in
 
the
 
reading corner where the children can read it themselves. These same
 
beautiful books can be used year after year byjust removing the taped-

in text.
 
Making Words
 
Making Wordsis a strategy which applies the principles used in
 
the one-on-one Reading Recovery lesson to a group setting. This
 
activity,developed by Cunningham and Cunningham(1992),is an
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excellent way to give children hands-on practice in putting together the
 
sounds that they hear in a word.
 
The teacher chooses a word like spider, and gives each child
 
these letters,each on a separate square ofpaper: s,p, i, d,e, and r.
 
The capital letter is on one side ofthe card and the lower case letter on
 
the other side. A managementsuggestion is to have designated
 
children give one letter to each child. Letthe passer keep the
 
recloseable bag containing thatletter and have the same child collect
 
thatletter when the lesson is over. It is also helpful to give each child
 
alaminated strip ofconstruction paper on which they will make their
 
words.
 
The vowels are always on one color paper(pink for our purposes
 
here)and the consonants on a different color. The teacher also places a
 
larger copy ofthese letter cardsin a pocketchart or chalkboard ledge
 
at the front.
 
The teacher holds up and names the letters on the large letter
 
cardsin the pocketchart and has the children hold up their matching
 
smallletter cards. The teacher then gives the first word,red,and tells
 
the number ofletters in the word. The children are instructed to say
 
the word slowly several times,listening to the sounds they hear,and
 
then make the word on their laminated strip.
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A child who has the word made correctly is chosen to come
 
forward and make the same word with the large letter cardsin the
 
pocket chart. Those children who did not make theirs correctly can
 
then correct it.
 
The activity continues with several more words. Before telling
 
them the last word,spider, ask"Has anyone figured out what word we
 
can make with all our letters?" After afew ofthese lessons the
 
children look forward to this last step and work hard to guess the
 
word.
 
The activity can be expanded several ways. Since the vowels are
 
a different color,children can get used to the fact that every word must
 
have atleast one vowel(pink letter). Some ofthe words will also be
 
names,like Ted,and children will become accustomed to using the
 
capital letter side oftheir cards for these words. The lessons will also
 
lend themselves to teaching letter combinations like ea. Here are afew
 
sample lessons:
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Letters: o,p,r,s, s, t. Possible words to
 
make: or, top,pot, rot,port, stop, spot,
 
sort, sorts, stops, spots, sport, and
 
SPORTS.
 
Letters: a,7i, I, p. s, s. Possible words
 
to make: Al,pal,lap,Sal,sap,has,ash,
 
sash, lash,pass,pals, laps, slap, slaps,
 
slash,and SPLASH.
 
Letters: i, g, n,p, r, s. Possible words
 
to make: in,pin,pig,rig, rip, rips, nips,
 
spin, snip, pins, sing, ring, rings, and
 
SPRING.
 
Letters: a,e, b, d, n, r. Possible words
 
to make: be, bed, bad, ban, Ben, bean,
 
bead, read, dear. Brad, bran, brand,
 
and BRENDA.
 
Letters: a, e, d, g, n, r, s. Possible
 
wordsto make: an,Dan,den,Ned,red,
 
read, dear, near. Dean,grade,garden,
 
and GARDENS.
 
Letters: e, u, I, r, s, t, t. Possible words
 
to make: us, use. Sue,let, set, true, rule,
 
test, rest, rust, trust, result, turtle, and
 
TURTLES.
 
Children enjoy this hands-on activity and begin moving their
 
words. They are especially eager to figure outthe word thatcan be
 
made using all the letters. Once the lesson begins it is fast-paced and
 
keeps the childreninvolved. By beginning every Making Wordslesson
 
with some short easy words and ending with a bigger word that uses
 
all the letters,the lessons provide practice for the least sophisticated
 
learners as well as challenge for all.
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SECTION THREE:
 
THE WRITINGPEOCESS
 
can also be done independently by first graders is a challenge. There
 
are many centeridea books,but the center activities are often simply
 
best source for center ideas.Each one hasfound anidea here and an
 
idea there and compiled their own list ofvaluable centers. The goal of
 
each center is not only thatit can be done independently but that it
 
will strengthen the children's skills. For the purposes ofthis handbook
 
we willlook at only those which will enhance children's ability to write.
 
; Mailboxes
 
Children love to get mail,and mailboxes are a wonderful
 
incentive to write. After all,if you are going to receive mail,you
 
usually have to send mail,too. The mailbox system can either be set
 
up internally within the classroom or schoolwide. Our schoolis
 
fortunate to have an upper grade class that decided to initiate and
 
manage a daily schoolwide mailsytem. Twofifth-graders come by each
 
afternoon to pick up and deliver our mail.
 
In the absence ofa schoolwide system,however,a classroom set
 
up isjust as exciting. All that is needed is a personalspace for each
 
child's mail. Anythingfrom professional"cubbies"to cardboard,shoe
 
organizer boxes to large envelopes will do. Once the teacher has done
 
the initial set-up and given explanations,examples,and purposes for
 
the mailboxes,there is little ongoing maintenance needed.
 
In introducing mailboxes,the teacher might want to place a
 
short,personal note in each child's mailbox. A time ofexplanation is
 
necessary where the importance of writing the person's name clearly
 
on the front is stressed. In the beginning, most ofthe notes are brief.
 
In fact,they mayonly have the sender's name and the person's name
 
they are sending it to(with perhaps a picture). But messages become
 
increasingly long with time and practice.
 
The post office can be a perpetual center where children can go
 
to write notes to friends. Aboutthe only maintenance needed is to
 
keep it stocked with paper and writing materials. Special paper like
 
pink around Valentine's and orange around Halloweenis always afun
 
change. It is also helpful to have a class list at the center so the
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children canfind the name ofthe person to whom they wantto send
 
their note.
 
The reading-writing connection ofthis center is obvious.
 
Children are not only writing notes,butthey need to read the notes
 
they receive. They can often be observed asking afriend to help them
 
read a word in a letter theyjust got.
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Making Lists
 
Making lists is a valuable use ofthe whole group shared writing
 
time already mentioned. It can also be transferred to a center after the
 
children have become familiar with the process during the whole group
 
times. Regular eight and a halfby eleven sheets ofpaper cut
 
lengthwise in half make perfect"list paper."
 
Children will be able to think ofmanyitems of which they can
 
make lists,or the teacher can post the category they are to use. They
 
can make a list of:
 
things that are yellow
 
their friends
 
the characters in a story
 
ingredients for a favorite recipe
 
gifts they received for their birthday
 
their favorite foods
 
The possibilities are endless. This is anotherlow maintenance center.
 
With list paper and writing materials kepthandy,itis ready to go.
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Racing atthe White Board
 
One ofthe techniques used in Reading Recovery when teaching
 
students new words or reviewing words they still need work on is
 
"facing"atthe chalkboard. The teacher races with the student to see
 
who can write the word first. This is repeated severaltimes at a fast
 
pace. As you might guess,teachers can sometimes be notoriously slow
 
at writing the word in order to make sure the child has a chance to
 
win. ■ ■■■"■ 
Well, this activity is perfect for a center using the chalkboard or 
a white board, whichever is in the classroom. It works effectively with 
two students or three, depending on the size of the board. Each 
student takes a turn calling out one of the high-frequency words they 
are learning. After giving the others a second to think, this student 
says, "Go!" and the race is on. Even though a score couldbe kept, 
children do not seem to need the scorekeeping to hold their interest. 
Just the fun of racingis enough. 
A supply of cards withhigh-frequency words written on them 
can be kept at the center. If the children cannot think of a word, they 
can draw a card from the stack. If the caller gets to see the card. 
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however,the other students atthe center mustbe shown the card too,
 
ifthey desire,before the race begins.
 
Atthe beginning ofthe year,this same center can use letters
 
instead of words.At this stage manyfirst graders are still working on
 
learning how toform the letters. Practicing them in a racingformat
 
can speed up this learning,also.
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Go Fish
 
"Go Fish"is a children's card game that most ofus probably
 
played when we were young. Three children at a center caneasily
 
play. Materials willinclude a set ofhandmade cards(three-by-five
 
cards work fine),each having a high-frequency word on it which the
 
children are learning. There will be three cards ofeach word (i.e.,
 
three cards ofthe,three cards ofto, three cards ofcan).
 
The children distribute an equal number ofcards to each player
 
face down,leaving some cardsin aface-down pile in the middle,also.
 
The children then pick up their cards into a"handj"like a regular card
 
game. The object is to get all three thes,for example,by asking one of
 
the other players,"Do you have That player miist give you any
 
card he has with the on it or,ifhe hasnone,he replies,"Go fish." This
 
answer means the asker must draw one cardfrom the pile in the
 
middle.
 
Each time a child collects all three ofone word,helays them
 
downface-up on the floor or table. Atthe end ofthe game(when a
 
player runs out ofcardsin his hand),the player with the most sets of
 
three is the winner. With a little explanation and demonstration in
 
the whole group time,children catch onto the game quickly.
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Although this center does notinvolve the children directly in
 
writing,it is extremelyimportant to first graders'writing ability that
 
they knowsome high-frequency words. These"anchor" words notonly
 
help them read but help them write their messages with confidence.
 
Responding with Writinsf
 
There are a variety ofcenters which can be set up for the
 
purpose ofproviding a stimulusfor writing. Thefollowing have been
 
successful centers in various first grade classrooms. The children are
 
taughtthat they are required to write something about whatthey see
 
or do at the center.
 
An exhibit of something the class is
 
doingin science(i.e., a magnifying glass
 
and a leaf)
 
A selection of pictures from magazines
 
or even some photographs the children
 
bring to share
 
An overhead projector with blank
 
overlays on which the students draw a
 
picture and write a story
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A table of stick puppets for whom the
 
children write dialogue
 
Afamiliar big book with blank sheets of
 
papertaped in the back for students to
 
record their comments aboutthe story
 
A selection ofstencils or rubber stamps
 
to create the picture for the story they
 
will write atthe center
 
Once the children become accustomed to the requirementthatthey
 
Write at a given center,that center's value to the children's literacy
 
developmentis greatly increased.
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CONCLUSION
 
As withjust about anythingin the first grade,the way
 
activities are introduced is the key to their success. Ifa teacher
 
introduces a group activity or center with excitementand enthusiasm,
 
first graders will be eager to try them. Enthusiasm is not
 
taught.
 
Teachers are also the ultimate "refiners." They take an activity,
 
try it in their classrooms,and then make little adjustments
 
(refinements)to make it even more effective for their particular
 
students. Thatis what1 trust you will do with these activities. Use
 
them,butthen refine them so thatthey fit your own group ofstudents
 
perfectly. The goalis to make each day countin enabling our children
 
to become confidentindependent writers by the end ofthe first grade.
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